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ABSTRACT
Over the past de ade, mobile omputing and wireless ommuni ation have be ome in reasingly important
drivers of many new omputing appli ations. The eld
of wireless sensor networks parti ularly fo uses on appliations involving autonomous use of ompute, sensing,
and wireless ommuni ation devi es for both s ienti
and ommer ial purposes. This paper examines the resear h de isions and design tradeo s that arise when
applying wireless peer-to-peer networking te hniques in
a mobile sensor network designed to support wildlife
tra king for biology resear h.
The ZebraNet system in ludes ustom tra king ollars
(nodes) arried by animals under study a ross a large,
wild area; the ollars operate as a peer-to-peer network
to deliver logged data ba k to resear hers. The ollars
in lude global positioning system (GPS), Flash memory, wireless trans eivers, and a small CPU; essentially
ea h node is a small, wireless omputing devi e. Sin e
there is no ellular servi e or broad ast ommuni ation
overing the region where animals are studied, ad ho ,
peer-to-peer routing is needed. Although numerous ad
ho proto ols exist, additional hallenges arise be ause
the resear hers themselves are mobile and thus there is
no xed base station towards whi h to aim data. Overall, our goal is to use the least energy, storage, and other
resour es ne essary to maintain a reliable system with
a very high `data homing' su ess rate. We plan to deploy a 30-node ZebraNet system at the Mpala Resear h
Centre in entral Kenya. More broadly, we believe that
the domain- entri proto ols and energy tradeo s presented here for ZebraNet will have general appli ability
in other wireless and sensor appli ations.

1. INTRODUCTION

Mobile omputing and wireless ommuni ation are
high-growth areas in the omputer/ ommuni ations
arena. An in reasing wealth of ompute apability is
available in handheld systems, and improved support
for wireless ommuni ation helps inter onne t these mobile platforms with ea h other, as well as with tethered
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desktop omputers or servers. The main fo us of mobile omputing has been on systems su h as PDAs and
telephones intended for dire t human use. Resear h
attention is in reasingly fo used, however, on systems
with more limited human intervention; wireless sensor
networks are a key example. This paper examines the
resear h de isions and implementation hoi es inherent
in designing mobile ompute/ ommuni ation nodes for
ZebraNet, a wireless sensor network aimed at wildlife
tra king.
In general, sensor networks are systems in whi h numerous ompute and sensing devi es are distributed
within an environment to be studied. Sensor networks
have been proposed for a range of engineering, s ienti
and defense appli ations. While some sensor networks
have stati sensor positions, we fo us here on issues related to dynami sensor networks with mobile nodes
and wireless ommuni ation between them. In fa t, in
our system, the sensor nodes are tra king ollars arried
by the animals under study; wireless ad ho networking te hniques allow them to swap and store data in a
peer-to-peer manner and to per olate it towards a mobile base station that sporadi ally traverses the area to
upload data.
An in reasing fo us of biology and bio omplexity resear h has been on gathering data and observations on
a range of spe ies, with a goal of understanding their
intera tions and in uen es on ea h other. For example,
it is important to know how human development into
wilderness areas a e ts indigenous spe ies there. It is
also important to understand the migration patterns of
wild animals and how they may be a e ted by hanges
in weather patterns or plant life, by introdu tion of nonnative spe ies, and by other in uen es. Learning su h
details about animals requires both detailed long-term
position logs as well as other biometri data su h as
heart rate, body temperature, and frequen y of feeding.
Despite the importan e of detailed data on animal
movements and their relationship to weather, human
development and other patterns, insuÆ ient data urrently exists. Furthermore, data olle tion te hnology
is also quite limited. For the most part, urrent wildlife
tra king studies rely on fairly simple te hnology. For example, many studies rely on ollaring a sample subset of
animals with simple VHF transmitters [10℄. Resear hers
periodi ally drive through (or y over) an area with a
re eiver antenna, and listen for pings from previouslyollared animals. On e an animal is found, resear hers
an observe its behavior and log its observed position.
The limits to su h studies should, however, be fairly
apparent. First, data olle tion is infrequent and may
miss many \interesting events". Se ond, data olle tion
is often limited to daylight hours, but animal behavior

and movements in nighttime hours an be quite di erent. Third and nally, data olle tion is impossible or
severely limited for re lusive spe ies that avoid human
onta t.
Be ause of the limitations on simple VHF-aided visual
observations, more sophisti ated tra kers are slowly beoming available. The most sophisti ated tra kers urrently ommer ially-available use global positioning systems (GPS) to tra k position and use satellite uploads
to transfer data to a base station [4, 19, 27℄. These systems, however, also su er from signi ant limitations.
The most sophisti ated tra ker urrently available only
keeps a log of 3000 position samples and no biometri
data [19℄. Be ause satellite uploads are slow and powerhungry, they an only be done infrequently. This limits how often position samples an be gathered without
over owing the 3000-entry log storage. Furthermore,
downloads of data from the satellite to the resear hers
are both slow and expensive (resear hers are harged by
the bit), onstraining the amount of data olle ted. Finally, these systems operate on batteries without solar
re harge, so when power is drained, the system is useless
unless it is retrieved, re harged, and re-deployed.
Framing wildlife tra king as a sensor networks problem, the ZebraNet proje t is building tra king nodes
that in lude a low-power miniature GPS system with a
user-programmable CPU, non-volatile storage for data
logs, and radio trans eivers for ommuni ating either
with other nodes or with a base station. One of the key
tenets of ZebraNet is that the system should work in arbitrary wilderness lo ations; we do not assume the presen e of xed antenna towers or ellular telephone servi e. The system therefore uses peer-to-peer data swaps
to move the data around; periodi resear her drive-bys
(or y-overs) an then olle t logged data from many animals despite en ountering relatively few within range.
While ad ho sensor networks have been widely studied
in the abstra t, mu h less has been published about the
hara teristi s of mobile sensor networks with mobile
base stations and relatively few studies fo us on building real systems. In parti ular, this paper o ers several
unique ontributions:
 First, we believe we are the rst to study proto ols

for mobile sensor networks in whi h the \base"
station is also mobile. In our ase, we presume
that resear hers will upload data while driving or
ying by the region. And in fa t, the base station
is available only sporadi ally, when resear hers are
out driving a data- olle tion loop.

 Se ond, zebra-tra king is a domain in whi h the

node mobility models are largely unknown, and in
fa t are ultimately the resear h goal. Understanding how, why, and when zebras undertake longterm migrations is the most pressing biologi al
question for this work. In essen e, we \bootstrap"
mobility models by using urrent, less well-re ned
biology data to design our early proto ols, whi h
an then be re ned and adapted as the initial deployed system helps us learn about zebra movements, espe ially long-term migrations, in more
detail.

 Like other sensor networks, ZebraNet's data ol-

le tion has stylized ommuni ation patterns in
whi h data an be ooperatively funneled towards
a base station. We optimize our proto ols for this
\data-gathering" ommuni ation pattern and for
the high degree of laten y toleran e in this appliation domain.

 Finally, we examine energy tradeo s in detail, us-

ing real system energy measurements for ZebraNet
prototype hardware in operation.

In onsidering ZebraNet, a number of interesting resear h questions arise. How to make the ommuni ations proto ol both e e tive and power-eÆ ient? To
what extent an we rely on ad ho , peer-to-peer transfers in a sparsely- onne ted spatially-huge sensor network? And nally, how an we provide omprehensive
tra king of a olle tion of animals, even if some of the
animals are re lusive and rarely are lose enough to humans to have their data logs uploaded dire tly? This
paper gives quantitative explorations of the design deisions behind some of these questions. In addition,
we give initial systems experien es and power measurements for our ZebraNet prototype. More broadly, by
summarizing early experien es with ZebraNet, we feel
that this paper o ers proto ol ideas that should be relevant to a wide sele tion of resear hers in the wireless
and ad ho networking domain.
The remainder of this paper is stru tured as follows.
Se tion 2 des ribes the problem domain and metri s of
interest in more detail. While ultimately biologists wish
to pla e ZebraNet-style nodes on a range of spe ies in
an e osystem, our rst goal is to develop a ollar design and proto ol that works well with zebras. For
this reason, Se tion 3 dis usses the so ial stru tures and
movement patterns for zebras that we use when designing proto ols and reasoning about well-suited mobility
models for our appli ation. Following this, Se tion 4
gives an overview of the ZebraNet tra king node and
ollar design, Se tion 5 dis usses ZebraNet proto ols,
and Se tion 6 reports their e e tiveness and energy efien y. Se tion 7 relates our work to other proje ts
in sensor networks, energy-eÆ ient mobile system design and other domains. Finally, Se tion 8 summarizes
our results, dis usses our future plans, and o ers onlusions.

2. ZEBRANET DESIGN GOALS

The ZebraNet proje t is a dire t and ongoing ollaboration between resear hers in experimental omputer
systems and in wildlife biology. The wildlife biologists
have arti ulated the tra ker's overall design goals as:
 GPS position samples taken every three minutes.
 Detailed a tivity logs taken for 3 minutes every

hour

 1 year of operation without dire t human interven-

tion. (That is, we should not ount on tranquilizing and re- ollaring an animal more than on e per
year.)

 Operation over a wide range (hundreds or thou-

sands of square kilometers) of open lands. We
plan to deploy our system at the Mpala Resear h
Centre in entral Kenya [25℄.

 No xed base stations, antennas, or ellular ser-

vi e. (Any unguarded equipment, large or small,
is too likely to attra t attention and unfortunately,
vandalism.)

 While laten y is not riti al, a high su ess rate for
eventually

delivering all logged data is important.

 For a zebra ollar, a weight limit of 3-5 lbs is re -

ommended. Smaller animals may need even lower
weight limits.

The three-minute duration between position samples is motivated by biologi al resear h that shows
that the interval is long enough to re ord statisti allyindependent behavior and yet frequent enough to log
suÆ ient data points over time [1℄. In addition, on e
per hour, the unit will log detailed information for a
duration of 3 full minutes. Ultimately, this detailed
information might in lude several position estimates,
temperature information, weather data, environmental
data, and body movements that will serve as signatures
of behavior; in our initial system here, however, we fo us
solely on position data.
Overall, the key goal is to deliver ba k to the resear hers a very high fra tion of the data olle ted over
the months or years that the system is in operation. As
a result, ZebraNet must be quite power-eÆ ient, must
be designed with adequate data log storage, and must
be rugged to ensure reliability under tough onditions.

2.1 ZebraNet Problem Statement

Having stated above the biologists' design goals, we
next turn to the impli ations of those goals on the engineer's task at hand.
The primary gure of merit for our designs is that
the su ess rate at delivering position data to the
resear her|a metri whi h we refer to as the data homing rate| should approa h 100%. The engineering resear h problems arise from several issues.
For example, as shown in Se tion 4, weight limits on
ea h node translate almost dire tly to omputational
energy limits. This is be ause the weight of the battery and solar panel dominates the total weight of a
ZebraNet node. As a result, our ollar and proto ol design de isions must manage the number and size of data
transmissions required. We must also make system design hoi es that limit the range of transmissions, sin e
the required transmitter energy in reases dramati ally
with the distan e transmitted. Finally, we must limit
the amount of storage needed to hold position logs. At
roughly 6KB per day, a single animal's position data
uses relatively little storage. But if many redundant
opies are stored and swapped, the storage requirements
an s ale as O(N 2 ). Although the energy ost of storage is small ompared to that of transmissions, it still
behooves us to develop a storage-eÆ ient design.
Be ause of limited trans eiver overage and a base
station only sporadi ally-available, ZebraNet must forward data through other nodes in a peer-to-peer manner and store redundant opies of position logs in other
tra king nodes. Se tion 5 dis usses our proto ol experiments for operating in a system with mobile sensors
and base station, as well as bandwidth and storage onstraints.
Some of the key hallenges in ZebraNet ome from the
spatial and temporal s ale of the system. In terms of
temporal s ale, keeping a system running autonomously
for months at a time is hallenging; it requires signi ant design-time attention to both hardware and software reliability. We also plan work (not dis ussed here)
to implement on-the- y software updates whi h will failitate bug xes and parameter tuning after the ollars are deployed. In terms of spatial s ale, ZebraNet
is also aggressive; it is the spe i intent of our system to operate over an area of hundreds or thousands
of square kilometers. Be ause of the large distan es involved and sparse sensor overage, energy/ onne tivity
tradeo s be ome key.
The hallenges and issues outlined here ome together
in a system design that ta kles several open problems.
Namely, ZebraNet's proto ol promises good ommuni-

ation behavior on mobile sensors per olating data towards a mobile base station. Se ond, ZebraNet explores design issues for sensors that are more oarsegrained than many prior sensor proposals. The larger
weight limits and storage budgets allow us to onsider
di erent proto ols with improved leverage for sparselyonne ted, physi ally-widespread sensors.

3. A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A ZEBRA

Mobility models are at the ore of design de isions
for many mobile networks. Mobility models help to
abstra t how fast and how often users (and therefore,
wireless nodes) move, in what dire tion, and with what
for es of attra tion or repulsion. Likewise, to design
ZebraNet, we also need to understand how the nodes
will move, as this riti ally a e ts hardware, proto ol
and overall system design. Ultimately, we wish to deploy sets of ZebraNet ollars on a range of spe ies that
share the same e osystem: zebras, lions, wild dogs, and
even large mammals su h as elephants. This allows biologists to gather fundamental inter-spe ies data that is
urrently woefully la king. For this paper, however, we
fo us on zebras. We in lude this se tion to give spe i s
about zebra motion and so ial stru ture that impa t our
system design hoi es.

3.1 Social Structure and Collaring

Approximately 35,000 zebras range widely over the
40,000 square kilometers that omprise the Laikipia
e osystem of entral Kenya. Understanding how they
use the lands ape requires ollaring representative individuals and hara terizing their ne-grained movements
and behaviors over large s ales. Fortunately, the so ial
stru ture of some zebra spe ies enables us to ollar only
males and yet still gather information on the ranging
behavior of large subsets of the population.
Two spe ies of zebras inhabit the Laikipia e osystem. One, the Grevy's zebra (Equus grevyi) forms large
loosely-bonded herds. The other, more ommon, Plains
zebra (E. bur helli) forms tight-knit uni-male, multifemale breeding groups. These so- alled \harems" are
hara terized by 4-5 females and their young o spring
living in lose asso iation with a stallion for long periods of time, often many years. Females typi ally initiate
movements but the male often adjusts the dire tion and
speed of movement of the group [34℄. Thus by ollaring only the male we an e e tively tra k the movement
of 10-12 individuals, vastly redu ing the number of ollars required as we try to hara terize the movements
of entire plains zebra populations.
Although plains zebras live in tight-knit breeding
groups, these groups often oales e and form moderately stable long-term herds. Typi ally harem groups
oales e into herds at watering points before embarking on movements to new grazing grounds. En route,
harems sometimes join or leave these herds depending
on the stru ture of the habitat, the quality of the vegetation and the omposition of individual harem groups
[2℄. Clearly, herds are more amorphous than the smaller
harem groups, but they last longer than a mere temporary aggregation. Su h dynami s present a hallenging problem to e ologists trying to unravel their auses,
but will a tually assist ZebraNet in propagating position logs a ross the lands ape towards a mobile base
station.

3.2 Movement Patterns

Zebra movement an be hara terized in terms of
three main states: grazing, graze-walking, and fastmoving. Zebras spend most of their time grazing, both
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Figure 2: Distribution of zebra movements observed by eld biologists.
day and night. Zebras prefer to graze in areas of short
but rapidly-growing grasses. These areas o er high energeti gains and low risks of predation. While grazing on short grass swards, zebras typi ally exhibit low
movement rates and high turning angles.
At other times, zebras walk deliberately, with heads
lowered, lipping vegetation as they move. These latter
movements are referred to as \graze walking" and are
hara terized by higher step rates and smaller turning
angles than those for fo used bouts of grazing.
Finally, either due to predators or be ause an area's
vegetation has been exhausted, zebras will o asionally
move mu h more qui kly, for longer distan es, with their
heads raised be ause they are not grazing. We ategorize this as the fast-moving state.
Figure 1 illustrates these three modes of zebra movement abstra tly, with transition probabilities between
them. The speed distributions in ea h mode and the
probabilities of transitioning between ea h state are derived through feedba k from biologists as des ribed below.
Distan e Moved. Figure 2 shows zebra movement data olle ted by eld biologists [2℄. The histogram shows how often di erent net movements were
observed. Ea h data sample is net distan e moved in a
three-minute interval sin e the last observation. (The
three-minute interval is hosen based on empiri al biologi al studies that show its suitability for statisti allyvalid sampling of animal movements [1℄.) We de ne net
distan e moved as the net distan e from the beginning
of the three-minute interval to the end. That is, if a zebra moved ten meters from its original position and then
ame ba k again, all in three minutes, its net distan e
moved would be zero.
Be ause the data was olle ted by a stationary observer, Figure 2's data in ludes mostly grazing and graze
walking observations. The two types of motion an be
dis erned by the bimodal nature of the distribution.
The rst mode, grazing, has a histogram peak graphed
at 2m and a mean net-distan e of 3.1m. The se ond
mode, graze-walking, ranges from 10-20m, has a peak
graphed at approximately 14m, and has a mean value
of 13.0m. The few outliers in the distribution indi ate
points where the zebra may have sensed danger and ed.
Overall, it is lear that zebras tend to move very
slowly; as they spend most of their time simply grazing,

their net distan e moved tends to be very small. This
hints to us that routing proto ols whi h intelligently exploit past link history information may be fruitful.
Turning Angle. Another fa et of movement is dire tion. Figure 3 gives eld data on net turning angle.
Similar to net distan e moved, the net turning angle
is de ned as the absolute value of the angle between
the start of the time interval and the end of the time
interval. If the zebra moved 360 degrees within three
minutes, its net turning angle would be zero. The maximum turning angle is therefore 180 degrees. We use
these distan e and dire tion histograms to guide mobility models for simulations in Se tion 6.
Water Sour es and Drinking.
Zebras are
termed a water-dependent herbivore be ause they seek
out water to drink on a daily basis. Again based on observations, our mobility models assume that zebras head
for water sour es about on e per day. On e there, they
drink relatively qui kly. And on e their thirst is satiated, their movement is again independent of the water
sour e until the next day. We assume in our models
that the sour es of water are randomly distributed, and
that thirsty zebras an easily (but not instantly) nd
their way to an adequate sour e.
Sleep.
Zebras tend not to have long periods of
motionless sleep. Unlike arnivores, whi h are equipped
with signi ant defense me hanisms, zebras rely on
keeping wat h and eeing from predators. Therefore
our models assume that zebras maintain their mobility
pattern 24 hours a day.

4. COLLAR DESIGN

Figure 4 shows a photograph of the ore of a ZebraNet prototype node: the evaluation board for the
GPS-MS1E ( ontaining a GPS, Flash RAM, and CPU),
a short range radio, and a long range radio with its
pa ket modem. (The photo does not show the pa kaging, batteries, solar array, and power management iruits.) This se tion gives an overview of the tra king
ollar node design. The blo k diagram in Figure 5 illustrates the di erent omponents and their intera tions
with one another.
To minimize the part ount and overall size and
weight of the system, we use a single- hip miniature
GPS solution from Blox: GPS-MS1E [5℄. The GPSMS1E is a 12- hannel GPS re eiver apable of getting a
position update every se ond (though we get them less
frequently). It has an integrated 20Mhz Hita hi SH1
32-bit mi ropro essor as well as I/O support. We use
the SH1 for data apture and proto ol ontrol; it is the
only programmable CPU in the ZebraNet node. The
GPS-MS1E also has a built in 1MB Flash RAM module; 640KB is available for user data while the rest is
used to store the rmware.
Using the GPS-MS1E's mi ropro essor, we periodially obtain the position oordinates and store them in
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its on-board ash RAM. GPS readings are a urate to
within 5-10m; this is more than suÆ ient for our purposes. Assuming that we store 30 oordinates per hour,
ea h hour requires a little over 240 bytes of spa e. This
implies that 640KB of storage is equivalent to approximately 110 ollar-days worth of data. Furthermore,
we plan to ompress the data by representing most
of the oordinates as o sets from two referen e points
per hour. Assuming a ompression rate of about 36%,
640KB of Flash is then apable of storing 300 ollardays of data.
The pro essor also oordinates the ommuni ations
over the two radios. We hose to use two radios so we
an have broad ontrol over tradeo s in energy vs. ommuni ation range. First, the Linx Te hnologies SC-PA
series [18℄ is a data radio with a range of only 100 meters but very low power onsumption. Se ond, we use
a slow but higher-power data radio and pa ket modem
for longer-range (8km) transfers. The short-range radio
is power-eÆ ient for peer transfers when zebras are ongregating by water sour es, while the longer-range radio
is ne essary for ommuni ating to the base station over
the large area studied with relatively few tra king ollars.
Short Range Radio Proto ol. While the Pi oPa ket pa ket modem handles error orre tion, ollision
dete tion, and pa ketization for data sent on the long
range Tekk data radio, the same for data transmission
over the Linx radio must be performed by the ZebraNet
rmware. Short range radio pa kets have a maximum
size of 300 bytes and a 16 bit CRC provides error he k-

ing. The Linx radio also requires a MAC proto ol sin e
none is provided in the hardware. While many standard proto ols su h as Aloha, Slotted Aloha, CSMA,
and MACA [16℄ are available, ZebraNet has requirements and resour es that di er from typi al wireless
ad-ho networks. When doing peer sear h, ollars must
avoid ollisions by sele ting designated senders one-at-atime. Fortunately, we an implement a unique ollisionavoidan e proto ol that takes advantage of the fa t that
GPS gives our networked system an extremely a urate
and pre ise syn hronized lo k. (The system has networked timing with 30-50ns pre ision and 30ns RMS
a ura y.) By broad asting peer to peer sear h queries
in non-overlapping predetermined time slots that repeat
every 10 se onds or so, we an eliminate ollisions. The
minimum length of the time slots is di tated by the
availability of CPU time and the time needed to swit h
between re eive and transmit modes on the Linx radios.
CPU availability is an issue sin e the GPS-MS1E CPU
is also running time- riti al tasks related to GPS tra king. Be ause of this, we work with 100-200ms time slots
in our initial devi es. This gives us ollision-free operation for 50 or 100 ollars, with 200ms and 100ms time
slots respe tively.
Wireless Networking Alternatives. Frequen y
range regulations a e t the hoi e of radio for our
prototyping purposes. For example, there are highperforman e radios manufa tured by MaxStream that
operate in the 900Mhz and 2.4Ghz ISM bands that are
li ense-free in the US [22℄. In Kenya, however, we would
have to use the shorter-range (and only very re ently
available) 2.4Ghz unit, the 24xstream. Nevertheless, it
has a range of up to 4km line of sight with low power
onsumption (1.2W transmitting, 0.3W re eiving). Beause of its power advantages, we may swit h in the near
future to using this radio for long-range transmissions.
Finally, we also onsidered using an OEM wireless
Ethernet (802.11b) module [35℄ instead of the shortrange radios. The potential advantages of 802.11b
would be very high data throughput and the ability
to abstra t away details of wireless ommuni ation inluding ollision dete tion and avoidan e, error dete tion, et . There are disadvantages, however. The GPSMS1E's serial ports only support speeds up to 33.8Kbps.
This be omes su h a severe bottlene k that unless we
hoose another I/O method, we lose most of the speed
gain of Ethernet. Without the speed gain, our power requirements would go up by 16-25X per unit data transferred [35℄. We ould solve the I/O bottlene k by adding
a separate mi ro ontroller and storage, instead of relying on those provided by Blox, but this would further
in rease the energy requirements of an Ethernet-based
hoi e and also would in rease per-node hardware osts,
size, and omplexity.
Energy Issues and Power Supply. Table 1 gives
urrent onsumption of the ZebraNet node operating
in di erent modes. All gures in the table are urrent
drains on the 3.6V power supply. The urrent gures are
based on a tual lab measurements of the urrent onsumption of individual devi es, but the aggregate urrent drains on the 3.6V supply for ea h mode were al ulated assuming the use of 70% eÆ ient DC-DC voltage
onverters with the appropriate output voltages powering devi es that run on voltages higher than 3.6V. (The
ollars require DC-DC voltage onverters with regulated
outputs, espe ially for the long-range radio whose amperages are highly variable.)
Current drains range from a low of less than 1mA
when the system is in stand-by mode (most of the time),
to a high of 1.622A when the system is transmitting

Collar State

Devi e and Mode

Stand-by
All
Position Sampling and Storage
GPS-MS1E, A tive Antenna
Peer Dis overy/Transfer Only
GPS-MS1E + Short-range
Base Dis overy Only
GPS-MS1E + Long-range,
Simultaneous Peer and Base Sear h GPS-MS1E + Short-range + Long-range
Transmitting Data to Base
GPS-MS1E +Long-range

Current drain
of 3.6V supply

< 1mA
177mA
177mA
432mA
469mA

1622mA

Table 1: Energy measurements for a ZebraNet node in di erent states of operation.
Item

Blox GPS-MS1E Single- hip GPS/CPU
Linx SC-PA Short-range Radio
Long-range Radio and Pa ket Modem
14 Sony Lithium-Ion Polymer Cells: (UP503759AH) 3.7v, 1AH ells
Solar Array - Unisolar USF5 exible 5 watt

Total

Weight

8 grams
20 grams
296 grams
287 grams total
540 grams

1,151 grams (2.54 lbs)

Table 2: Weight measurements for di erent omponents of a ZebraNet node.
using its pa ket modem and long-range radio. Our goal
is to have a power supply system in whi h the battery is
re harged from a solar array, but in whi h the battery
an operate the system for 5 full days between re harges
if needed. We onservatively assume that in those 5 days
we will do the following:
 30 position samples per hour, 24 hours every day.
 6 (total) hours per day of sear hing for peer nodes
and transferring data between them over lowpower short-range radio.
 3 hours of sear hing for the mobile base station using the long-range radio per day. To save energy,
the 3 hours of base station sear h overlap in time
with the 6 hours of peer sear h and peer transfer be ause in both modes, the relatively power
hungry CPU must be on anyway.
 640 kilobytes transmitted to mobile base station
during 5 day period
To operate with the above assumptions, we need a
13.5 Ampere-hour battery with a voltage greater than or
equal to 3.6 volts. A readily-available, easy-to-use leada id battery with appropriate apa ity would weigh four
pounds. Sin e this is too heavy, we are opting instead
for Lithium-ion polymer ells, whi h have the highest
energy density even among lithium ion ells. As indi ated in Table 2, the required energy apa ity with
this battery te hnology will weigh about 287 grams or
about 0.63lbs. Table 2 summarizes the weights for all
the key omponents in a ZebraNet node. At this point,
the heaviest single omponent is the exible amorphous
sili on solar ell array [37℄. At 540 grams (1.18lbs), it
ontributes about half of the total ollar weight. (Rigid
solar ell arrays would be heaper, lighter and have
greater power generation eÆ ien y, but exible amorphous sili on arrays are better at withstanding rugged
environments.)
Current Status.
We have built two prototype
opies of ZebraNet nodes, whi h are urrently operational in the lab. In parti ular, they an now automati ally sample GPS oordinates and store them in Flash
RAM. In addition, they an use the short-range wireless radio to sear h for peers, and to ex hange data with
another ollar.

5. PROTOCOL DESIGN

The goal in ZebraNet is to gather data olle ted at
ea h ollar ba k to the base station. Sin e not every ollar is within range of the base station, data annot be
sent dire tly. Instead, it has to hop its way towards the
base station, using other ollars as intermediate hops.
In ZebraNet, all nodes ex ept the base station are data
sour es, while the base station alone is a data sink. This
\data gathering" trait ontrasts with the general end-toend ommuni ation prevalent in many wired and wireless networks, where every node an be a sour e and/or
sink.
In addition, ZebraNet nodes are mobile. The nodes
move around almost onstantly (albeit slowly). The
base station is also mobile, depending on the route taken
by resear hers in their vehi les. Furthermore, the base
station is only a tive some of the time, when resear hers
are driving around gathering data. In the duration that
a base station is ina tive, the network essentially has
no known destination where data should be sent. These
hara teristi s, oupled with the high laten y toleran e
of ZebraNet, all for spe ialized proto ols.

5.1 Flooding Protocol

A simple approa h to move data ba k to the base
station is to ood data to all neighbors whenever they
are dis overed. Figure 6 shows the pseudo- ode for the
ooding proto ol. If the nodes move extensively and
meet a fair number of other nodes, then given enough
time, data will eventually migrate ba k to the base. In
this way, a high per entage of the data eventually makes
it ba k to base.
The base station does not ne essarily have to ome
into onta t with all the nodes in the system; instead,
oming into onta t with just a few nodes may be
enough. Indeed, it an be inferred that by identifying
a few highly-intera tive nodes, i.e. nodes that meet a
large number of other nodes, we an olle t a substantial
amount of data readily.
While ooding an potentially return the highest su ess rate in a peer-to-peer network, the large amount of
data ooded through the network an lead in some situations to exorbitant demands for network bandwidth,
storage apa ity, and energy.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

At ea h s an for neighbors,
if node is within range of the base station,
send data to base station;
delete this data, sin e it has su essfully
rea hed the base station;
else
send data to all neighbors;

Figure 6: Pseudo- ode for the ooding proto ol.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

At ea h s an for neighbors,
if node is within range of the base station,
send data to base station;
delete this data, sin e it has su essfully
rea hed the base station;
in rement hierar hy level;
else
he k hierar hy levels of neighbors;
send data to neighbor with highest level,
breaking ties randomly;
de ay hierar hy level after D s ans;

Figure 7: Pseudo- ode for the history-based proto ol.
5.2 History-based protocol

Rather than ooding data to all neighbors, we also
onsider a simple proto ol that intelligently sele ts
nodes to send to based on prior ommuni ation patterns. Naturally, a good target node is one that will ultimately relay the data to the base station. Our historybased proto ol en odes the likelihood of a node being
in range with the base station by assigning ea h node
a hierar hy level based on its past su ess at transferring data to the base station. The higher the level, the
higher the probability that this node is within range of
the base station. The intuition behind this is that nodes
that were previously within range of the base station
will still be lose by, so they will be able to relay the
data ba k to the base station either dire tly (if they
are still in range) or indire tly through minimal other
nodes. This proto ol thus biases the sele tion of a node
based on history.
Ea h node remembers its own urrent hierar hy level.
Ea h time a node s ans for neighbors, it requests the hierar hy level of all its neighbors. It then sends the data
it has olle ted to the neighbor with the highest hierar hy level, with ties randomly broken. When a node
omes within range of the base station, its hierar hy
level gets in reased. Conversely, when a node is outof-range from the base station, its hierar hy level gets
de ayed over time at a rate of one level per every D
s ans. That is, if D is 5, we de rement the hierar hy
level by 1 every 5 onse utive s ans where it is beyond
the base station's range. At the start, all nodes start
o at the same lowest hierar hy level of zero. The pseudo ode of the proposed proto ol is shown in Figure 7.
Clearly, the su ess of the history-based uni ast routing proto ol depends on the mobility of the base station
and nodes. If the network hanges very dynami ally, a
node that was previously near the base station may no
longer be the best ommuni ation target. Then, the
proposed proto ol may mis-dire t traÆ frequently and
get a poor homing su ess rate.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this se tion we will des ribe our simulation environment and our proto ol evaluation. We rst present data
on the ideal ase; from here, we will onstrain two major

fa tors|storage and bandwidth|and then present energy tradeo s between di erent proto ols. Finally, we
simulate our proposed design and show the results|
su ess rate and energy onsumption|of our design.

6.1 ZNetSim

Armed with fa ts and eld observations about zebra
behavior and reasonable assumptions of the terrain and
operating hara teristi s of the Mpala Resear h Center in Kenya, we onstru ted a zebra mobility model
and simulation environment for ZebraNet. Our simulator, ZNetSim, takes user-de ned storage and bandwidth
onstraints, and returns two metri s: (i) su ess rate,
whi h is the per entage of data that gets ba k to base,
and (ii) energy onsumption. We developed ZNetSim in
C, and it urrently stands at 5941 lines of ode.
Mobility Models. At the start of ea h simulation, we randomly pla e 50 zebras and 10 water sour es
a ross a 20kmX20km map. As this is savanna, there
are no major mountains or anyons that might hinder
herd movements, animal intera tions, or networking intera tions, so we assume unobstru ted ommuni ations.
On e the zebras and water sour es are pla ed, the map is
set into motion. The zebra movements are based on the
three-tier mobility model shown in Figure 2. Ea h zebra independently sele ts speed and turning angles su h
that aggregate three-minute movements mat h the distributions in Figures 2 and 3. Unless otherwise stated,
the zebras move at a base speed of 0.017m/s when grazing, four times faster at 0.0723m/s when graze-walking,
and nine times faster at 0.155m/s when fast-moving.
Communi ation events are simulated on 30 se ond granularity.
On e per day at a random time, the simulated zebras be ome \thirsty." When thirsty, a zebra moves
as if in \graze walking" mode|i.e. faster and more
deliberately|towards the nearest watering hole. (We
presume that they know the lo ation of the nearest watering hole from any point on the simulated grid.) Finally, sin e eld data indi ates that zebra movements
tend to be similar 24 hours per day, our simulator treats
nighttime the same as daytime|an endless y le of eating and walking. While predators do range a ross the
areas under study, the zebra mortality rates due to
predators are low enough that we ignore them for these
simulations.
We ompared ZNetSim's mobility model with that observed by biologists and found our distribution to mat h
almost exa tly with Figures 2 and 3, with the dis repanies being simply rounding error. The base station itself
follows a re tangular route from (5km, 5km) to (15km,
15km) in the 20km by 20km map. The base moves three
hours per day, between 2 p.m. and 5 p.m., and moves
at 8m/s, or roughly 30km/h. On e three hours are up,
it goes o -line immediately, but restarts the next day
from this same lo ation.
Simulation Methodology. Our simulations onsist of four ommuni ation phases that o ur within 30
minutes every two hours, i.e. from 12:00-12:30, 2:002:30, 4:00-4:30, et , over an entire month. This timeline
is arrived at due to the power onstraints dis ussed in
Se tion 4, as ollars are limited to six hours per day
of sear hing for peers and transferring data. The four
phases are:
 Peer Dis overy: All nodes rst enter a mode where

they use their short-range re eivers to sear h for
neighbors within range.
 Base Dis overy: Likewise, nodes with a separate
long-range radio will query to see if they are within

6.2 Network connectivity

As ZebraNet relies on animal movements to reate
an ad ho network, how these zebras move and intera t
riti ally determines the topology and onne tivity of
the network, whi h in uen es the performan e of routing proto ols. Hen e, before we evaluate the proto ols,
we rst hara terize network onne tivity. There are
two measures of onne tivity:
 Dire t

onne tivity: This ounts neighbors enountered dire tly by ea h node. That is, given
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Figure 8: Average per entage of distin t neighbors en ountered dire tly.
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We assume peer and base dis overies take 30 se onds
and peer and base transfers are dependent on the available bandwidth and the amount of data to be transferred. In all transfers, nodes send their own data rst
before forwarding other nodes' data. On e the 30 minutes ommuni ation interval is up, all dis overies and
transfers immediately ease. Unless otherwise mentioned, we use a single radio in all simulations. This lets
us more learly illustrate the e e t of radio range on network performan e. Finally, we note that for simpli ity
we ignore the irregular and asymmetri hara teristi s
of radio ranges as dis ussed in [9℄.
Deletions with limited storage. With limited
storage, a node prioritizes its own data over that olle ted from others. So, if a data point omes in and
there is no free spa e to store it in memory, the node
rst deletes the oldest data point belonging to another
node. If none are available, it will then delete its own
oldest data point. In this way, the system prioritizes the
most re ent timestamped points; the data points that
have been around the system the longest|and thus had
the highest probability of being already transferred to
base|are the rst to be evi ted to make room for newer
in oming points. Similarly, a node's own data is always
last to be evi ted, and in that ase only for newer points
of itself.
On e a data point has been transmitted to base, it
is added into a \delete list." The delete list is a data
stru ture that indi ates a parti ular point is now obsolete and an be erased. Like regular data points, delete
lists are also transferred between nodes. Unlike regular
data points, delete lists do not ontain full data points.
In peer to peer transfer, upon re eiving a data point, if
it is already in the delete list, it is dis arded. In addition, on e every hour, the nodes \s rub" their memories
of data points in the delete list.
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within range, ollars upload all stored data to the
base station. With our long range radio, we assume that total bandwidth an be shared, so all
radios within range of the base an transfer at the
same time, dividing the bandwidth equally. On e
the data entries are transferred, they are deleted
from the ollar to free up storage.
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 Base Transfer: After su essfully nding the base

0.134m/s

90

0

nding one or more nodes
within range, one ollar initiates data transfers.
On e this node has nished its transfer, another
node begins, till the end of the 30 minutes. The ordering of these ollar sele tions is random in our
simulator, but future proto ols may try to optimize this order.

average percentage of distinct collars
encountered directly

 Peer Transfer: Upon

0.067m/s
100

average percentage of distinct collars
encountered indirectly

range of the base station. Sin e the nodes do not
know when the base station will be available, base
dis overy is done from noon till midnight every
day. This is typi ally overlapped with Peer Disovery to save power.

radio range (meters)

Figure 9: Average per entage of distin t nodes
en ountered indire tly, through peer-to-peer relaying.
a ir ular radio range of radius r, a ollar i is a
neighbor of ollar j if ollar i is within r meters of
ollar j . This is a good indi ation of the mobility
of nodes and their intera tions with ea h other.
 Indire t onne tivity: In addition to dire t neigh-

bors, indire t onne tivity in ludes nodes that are
rea hable via multihop relay through neighbors
and neighbors' neighbors. This is a good indi ation of how peer-to-peer networking will work.

In a mobile ad ho network, radio range radius r and
the mobility of the nodes signi antly impa t network
onne tivity. We thus simulate the mobility of zebras
at varying r and movement speeds, over a month of
simulated movement. Figures 8 and 9 plot the average
per entage of distin t nodes zebras en ountered dire tly
and indire tly respe tively, averaged over the total number of ollars. The gures show that as radio range and
movement speed in rease, dire t and indire t network
onne tivity rise. This is intuitive, sin e a wider radius
r in reases the probability of other zebras falling within
range. Likewise, a faster-moving animal overs more
ground and thus in reases the han e of meeting other
animals. Figure 8 shows that, using dire t neighbors
only, 100% onne tivity is attained at around 12km radio range for the fastest (0.267m/s) movement speed. If
ZebraNet proto ols rely solely on dire t onne tivity to
get data ba k to the base station, they require a very
wide 12km radio range that pra ti ally overs the entire
20km by 20km map.
Sin e radio energy onsumption in reases signi antly
with radio range (following a square-law or more) a
power-eÆ ient network should also tap indire t onne tivity through peer-to-peer ommuni ation. For the
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To rst establish a baseline, Figure 10 shows the su ess rate of data returned to the base station for an ideal
network where there is in nite storage apa ity and
network bandwidth. We ompare three proto ols. In
addition to the two proposed peer-to-peer proto ols|
ooding and history-based|we also plot su ess rate
for a proto ol that supports no peer-to-peer transfers
and only allows dire t transmission of a ollar's data dire tly to the base. Both peer-to-peer proto ols ( ooding and history) perform better than dire t transmission, a hieving 100% su ess rate at a radio range of
about 6km as ompared to 11km radio range needed for
`dire t'. This is be ause the peer-to-peer proto ols are
better able to per olate data from re lusive nodes that
do not meet the base station dire tly.
We also see that for this un onstrained setup, ooding
performs better than the more sele tive history-based
proto ol. With no onstraints on storage and bandwidth, ooding will have the best performan e of any
peer-to-peer proto ol, sin e it ompletely leverages the
indire t onne tivity of a network, by broad asting to
every neighbor.

6.4 Storage Constraints
As storage apa ity is a prominent onstraint in the
design of sensor nodes, we next investigate the impa t of
limiting the apa ity of onboard memory. To illustrate
the trends, we show an extreme ase in whi h storage is
limited to 10 ollar-days.
As shown in Figure 11, even with storage severely
onstrained, both peer-to-peer proto ols perform better than dire t transmission to base. This is somewhat
surprising sin e peer-to-peer requires that the storage
handle both the ollar's own data as well as that of its
peers. The su ess of the peer-to-peer proto ols omes
largely due to our deletion strategy whi h prioritizes a
ollar's own data over others. This helps ensure that
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6.3 Protocol Evaluations
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Figure 11: Su ess rate with onstrained storage
and in nite bandwidth.
direct

same movement speed of 0.267m/s, Figure 9 shows
that using indire t neighbor relationships, the network
a hieves 100% onne tivity with radio ranges of less
than 2,000 meters. Hen e, peer-to-peer proto ols are
able to exploit indire t onne tivity to redu e radio
ranges in sparsely- onne ted sensor networks, realizing
a huge redu tion in power onsumption. These results
support the potential bene ts of a peer-to-peer proto ol
in ZebraNet. They also point to the likely radio ranges
we will need to support. The subse tions that follow
evaluate proto ol issues in more detail.
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Figure 12: Su ess rate with in nite storage and
onstrained bandwidth.
a proto ol, at worst, stores only its own data. Hen e,
the peer-to-peer proto ols annot have a poorer data
homing rate than dire tly transmitting data to base.
Comparing the ` ood' and `hist' urves shows that
storage ontraints degrade ooding's su ess rate more
than that of the history-based proto ol. This is fairly
intuitive sin e ooding indis riminately forwards data
to all neighbors, resulting in large dupli ation of data
around the network.

6.5 Bandwidth Constraints

The se ond major design onstraint in sensor networks is bandwidth. Figure 12 shows the su ess rate
of both proto ols when the bandwidth is throttled at
12kbps. (To separate the di erent onstraint e e ts,
storage here is on e again in nite.) At short radio
ranges, below about 4000m, network onne tivity is
low. As shown in Figure 8 ea h node sees relatively few
neighbors and thus there is relatively little peer data
to be transmitted. In this realm, ooding is not yet
bandwidth- onstrained, so it returns more data than
the history-based proto ol.
As radio range in reases, however, network onne tivity rises and the amount of data ooded a ross the network begins to saturate the available bandwidth. Flooding thus begins to be limited by the 30-minute ommuni ations period available with the tight bandwidthonstraint; as a result, its su ess rate su ers as it blasts
redundant data mu h of the time. The history-based
proto ol, on the other hand, uses more intelligent sele tion of whi h nodes to swap data with, and thereby
delivers more useful data to base.
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Figure 13: Normalized energy onsumption for
the non-resour e- onstrained ase. The energy
onsumed by dire t transmission is very lose to
that dissipated by the history-based proto ol.
When running our simulations without prioritizing loal ollar data over peers, ooding does even worse, as
ea h ollar wastes too mu h time transmitting another
ollar's likely-redundant data instead of its own data.

6.6 Energy Tradeoffs
Besides su ess rate, another metri of key interest
in sensor networks is the energy onsumption. Figure
13 shows the energy onsumption for the proto ols running on a non-resour e- onstrained network. The peerto-peer proto ols are shown as energy osts normalized
to that of dire t transmission, whi h is plotted as always equal to one. Flooding's energy onsumption is
more than 8X that of dire t transmission at large radio
ranges. In onstrast, the relative energy of the historybased proto ol grows very slowly from 1.0X at 1km radio range to 1.04X at a radio range of 15km. This is
expe ted, sin e ooding sends messages to everyone in
range, when only one opy is needed ba k at the base.
Furthermore, ooding may perform many redundant
swaps of data that has already been delivered to the
base in ases when the delete-list per olates only very
slowly ba k from the base station. History-based, on the
other hand, sends its data to only one re eiver. Thus,
we see that while ooding typi ally gives the best performan e in peer-to-peer networks with no onstraints
on storage and bandwidth, its real-life energy ost and
bandwidth expe tations are exorbitant for large radio
ranges. While ooding makes sense at low-radio-range
and low- onne tivity points in the design spa e, it is a
poor hoi e for the high- onne tivity regime.

6.7 Final Design Choices

The trends summarized in this sele tion have helped
guide the design hoi es in the ZebraNet prototype
node, and in fa t, led to our sele tion of two radios in
ZebraNet. The rst radio is a low-power, short-range
(100m, 19.2Kbps) radio intended mainly for peer-topeer ommuni ations. The se ond radio is higher-power
and longer range (8km at 2.4Kbps) and is intended
mainly for transmitting to base. With the uBlox hip
providing 640KB of user-a essible ash memory, storage is essentially un onstrained. Simulating a ooding proto ol for short range and a dire t proto ol for
long range, our simulations show an 83% su ess rate,
with an estimated 855kJ (66 ampere-hours) energy onsumption per month. We are urrently experimenting
with adaptive proto ol variations that should in rease

Sensor networks in general, and environmental sensing in parti ular, are areas of onsiderable resear h interest. This se tion tou hes on some of the most salient
related work for ZebraNet, divided into se tions on environmental appli ations and wildlife, sensor node design,
and proto ol studies for sensor networks.
Environmental and Wildlife Sensing Prior
wildlife monitoring work for large mammals has almost
ex lusively been supported by relatively low-te hnology
VHF trans eivers that periodi ally send out a ping signal [10℄. More re ent improvements have in luded GPSbased tra kers, whi h have been used for tra king of
various animals in luding birds [27℄ and sea turtles [4℄,
but these rely on high-power transmitters that transmit data up to a satellite, and they operate o a nonre harged battery supply. Sensor networks have also
been proposed for intruder dete tion, temperature monitoring, and traÆ ontrol [7, 36℄. Environmental monitoring using sensor nodes with embedded pro essors
are also a fo us of the habitat monitoring proje t [21℄.
There, they plant the sensors stati ally in a grid-like
fashion a ross two wildlife habitats. These sensors identify animals when they move through the multiple sensors, and report observed phenomena ba k to a base
station through peer-to-peer transfers through the sensor network. While this has issues in ommon with ZebraNet, the key di eren e lies in mobility. In habitat
monitoring, sensor nodes are xed, tra king a dynami
phenomena (moving animal), and reporting to a xedlo ation base station. In ZebraNet, sensor nodes and the
base station itself are all mobile and only intermittently
available for ommuni ation. Routing hoi es thus beome more a ute for ZebraNet.
Sensor Node Design In the resear h arena, we
bear some resemblan e to the TinyOS and TinyNetworkedDevi es proje t [13℄. Key di eren es here are
that the Smart Dust \motes" are mu h more negrained than ZebraNet nodes, whi h in lude GPS and
a 20MHz pro essor. Thus, they are targeted at di erent points in the node design spa e. Ranghunathan et
al. have also studied energy and other design issues in
sensor networks, dis ussing di erent node alternatives
[32℄.
More oarse-grained, the Hiker's Buddy work from
Duke looked at power-aware omputing issues for a mobile \platform" in luding a PDA and GPS [6℄. This, on
the other hand, is a tually more oarse-grained in terms
of software and energy onsumption than what we wish
for ZebraNet. It also is intended for dire t human use
and so did not onsider peer-to-peer forwarding of position data to a base station ar hive.
Proto ol Studies Moving more spe i ally to
ZebraNet's ommuni ation me hanisms, ZebraNet is a
mobile ad ho network, a resear h area that has seen inreasing attention in re ent years. The zebras (nodes)
move dynami ally and arbitrarily, so the wireless interonne tions between the nodes hange ontinually. In
a mobile ad-ho network, the routing proto ol has to
deliver messages qui kly, in the fa e of unpredi table
topology hanges. In addition, power eÆ ien y is riti al. Numerous routing proto ols have been proposed
[33℄. Some proa tively sear h for routes to all other
nodes [26, 29℄, while others only look for a path when a
message needs to be delivered [30, 15℄. In ZebraNet, our
destination (base station) is only sporadi ally available.
Thus, a hing routes (DSR [15℄) or signi ant link state

(AODV [30℄) will be ine e tive, be ause a hed data
may guide data unne essarily to the base station when
it is down. Furthermore, frequent node movements may
trigger wasteful a he ushes and route re-dis overy. Of
the many proposed ad ho proto ols, our ZebraNet proto ol most losely resembles epidemi routing [38℄.
General mobile ad ho network proto ols target arbitrary data ow patterns between multiple sour es and
destinations. In ZebraNet, data ows either from all
the zebras (nodes) to a single destination (base station)
i.e. data gathering; or o asionally, from a single sour e
to all the nodes, i.e. broad ast. These data ow patterns asso iate ZebraNet losely with the sensor networks sub lass of mobile ad-ho networks [7, 31, 8℄. In
sensor networks, data is gathered from numerous distributed sensors to a base station, so data too aggregates
from many nodes to a single destination. Similarly, the
base station broad asts the information it is interested
in to all sensors [14℄.
The unique ommuni ation hara teristi s of sensor
networks have led resear hers to study spe i routing algorithms for them, sin e routing proto ols proposed for general mobile ad-ho networks do not work
well [8℄. However, the routing algorithms proposed thus
far [12, 17, 28℄ assume stati sensor networks, i.e., networks where the sensors do not move on e they are deployed. Algorithms also assume that the base station
stays at a xed lo ation. Based on the taxonomy proposed in [36℄, however, ZebraNet is a dynami sensor
network; its nodes are mobile, and so is the base station. This sub- ase has not previously been studied in
detail.
Another interesting area of resear h is on onne tivity and overage problems in wireless ad ho networks.
While overage issues in elluar networks have been well
studied, issues of onne tivity and \ riti al mass" for
mobile ad ho networks are still open topi s in both theory and systems [11, 23, 24℄. Thus far, omputational
geometry or random graph theory te hniques have been
applied to global views of network topology. Our work
in ZebraNet has fo used on sto hasti studies based on
detailed mobility models. Finally, there has also been
work on high level data pro essing and programming in
sensor network to redu e bandwidth or storage needs [3,
14, 20℄.

8. CONCLUSIONS

This paper dis usses the design tradeo s and early
experien es in building a low-power wireless system for
position tra king of wildlife. By using peer-to-peer networking te hniques, our system an forward data to
a resear her's mobile base station without assuming
the presen e of any ellular phone servi e or widelyavailable tele ommuni ations support.
We present initial design ideas, measurements, and
weight estimates, and we dis uss how battery and
weight limits translate into energy and storage limits
for our system and its proto ols.
Although our proto ol development is still very mu h
underway, we feel that the early proto ol data the paper
provides may be generally useful to the ad ho networking and systems ommunities. It represents new steps
in proto ols for mobile sensor networks, and o ers insights into how storage and energy limits may impa t
proto ol design. We are urrently making further protool improvements that will in lude: (i) position-based,
in addition to history-based routing, (ii) self-adaptive
de isions on the number of nodes to forward to in the
history-based approa h, (iii) better support for diverse
mobility models. In parti ular, by having proto ols that

well-support nodes of disparate speeds, we will be able
to ollar and study diverse sets of spe ies within the
same e osystem. Finally, we note that our history-based
approa h urrently is stateless (it transfers the information as part of the peer dis overy pro ess); we are
onsidering state-based approa hes that might de rease
peer dis overy time.
Overall, ad ho networking is presently a very a tive
resear h area. Our work on ZebraNet makes a signifi ant ontribution to that domain by o ering detailed
systems-level perspe tives on how to build low-power
peer-to-peer systems that operate e e tively and are optimized to the hara teristi s of a parti ular appli ation
domain.
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